HOME SAFE EVERYDAY

Our ongoing journey
to risk-free traffic
management.

“

Those who work with us,
and for us, deserve to be safe.
They should expect nothing less.

”

Destination Zero: The Vision
We will achieve zero accidents, zero injuries,
and zero fatalities.
This is a promise we make to our clients; to
the public; to each other; and to ourselves.
Like many of our clients, and leading traffic management
companies, we place high priority on creating an environment
free from risk and focused on zero lost time for injury.
Traffic management has long been considered a high risk
profession, but the question is: why should this be the case?
Times have changed, and continue to change rapidly. In 1931
when they built the 103 floor Empire State Building in New York,
the Contractor expected to lose a ‘life per floor’, but through
innovation, only 5 people died. In today’s world, building that
same structure, the expectancy would be zero injuries; and loss
of life inconceivable. This is the sign of progress. If buildings can
be built over 400m high with the risk of injury all but mitigated,
why can’t we achieve that on the ground?
So I challenge everyone in the business to help us lead the way.
This is our priority, and what we must achieve. We will be driving
the zero injury, zero lost time and zero harm messages through
the business, so that it becomes forefront in all that we do, in
every job, everyday.
I want our staff to come to work knowing they are
employed by the safest traffic management subcontractor in the industry. To give them confidence
that they will arrive home safe every day to their
families, without serious injury or harm. I want Forest
to be recognised for its outstanding health and safety
standards and the reason why we are our clients first
choice. I want Forest to be known for its safety before
all else, because every person who works with us, and
for us, matters.
There is no doubt that there is a lot to do. We have
already made a fantastic start. Now it’s time to take it to
another level: embed the philosophy of ‘safety first ’into
our DNA; talk about it; think about it; and innovate to
achieve it. The people in our company are the company
and everyone can make a difference.
So think ‘Destination Zero’, and join me in creating a
business where there is no realistic risk of serious
injury or harm.

Those who work with us, and for us, deserve
to be safe. Expect nothing less.
Ross Williams
Managing Director

Destination Zero:
Our personal commitments
We embrace Destination Zero as our way of life
Through promoting, managing, auditing and instigating the
Destination Zero vision in all we do, we are able to think of
safety first, every time.

We mitigate the risk of serious injury
By ensuring Destination Zero protocols exist, we can design,
manage and behave in such a way that eliminates any
identified risk, to anyone.

We strive for Zero Carriageway Crossings
Using the latest innovations, design, and our own initiatives,
we reduce staff exposure to live traffic.

We keep the public and clients safe from harm
Our Destination Zero vision centres on industry-leading health
and safety, ensuring clear delineation and signing, maintaining
clear separation and safe passage through works.

We place high importance on the health of
our staff
By undertaking health checks and health risk assessments,
we ensure our staff work in the safest and healthiest
environment possible.

We work in partnership with our clients
Destination Zero is core to our company values and we work
closely with our clients and lead our supply chain, to deliver
this within all activities.

...every person
who works
with us, and
for us, matters.

We all take responsibility for Destination Zero
All staff understand the importance of destination zero and
take personal responsibility for their actions, and the actions
of those around them.

We get home safely
Safety is at the forefront in all of our actions and business
activities. We work together to ensure that we all arrive home
safely, every day.

What does this mean for you?
We ask all of those that work with us, and
for us, to understand and make these
commitments, for a safer future for all.

The Road Map to
Destination Zero
Across the industry, we see traffic management staff
suffering accidents and injuries as a result of carrying
out the tasks of their every day job. In some cases,
this can lead to long-term ill health, or worse still,
people losing their lives. This is not acceptable.

Why ‘Destination Zero’
A leading traffic management company should be a safe one;
and this is what Destination Zero is all about.

•
•

Staff members, and all of those that work with us, deserve
a risk-free environment. They need to have the trust in us,
plus a personal commitment, so they can carry out their
duties without risk, and return home safely.
Our clients should know and believe they are working with a
traffic management company with integrity and values when
it comes to health, safety and best practice; where caring for
our staff, their staff and the public is of utmost importance on
every site.

So our ‘roadmap’ is one of continuous improvement, sharing
best practice and striving to meet the Destination Zero vision
of extraordinary standards in health and safety. We will
continue to learn along the way and share those learning’s
with others, understanding risks and adapting the business
to overcome these.

What does this mean for you?
Destination Zero shows our whole-hearted
desire to continually improve in order to
care for all those that are impacted by our
company. Every individual within Forest
must accept the part they must play in this;
to ensure we, our colleagues and the public
get home, without harm, to their families.

How will we know when we arrive?
One of the key benefits of a vision like
Destination Zero is that it’s measureable. There
are many initiatives already in place, as well as
future programmes that we will be undertaking
and we will be able to monitor these to ensure
continued improvement on our journey to zero
injuries, accidents and fatalities.
We will be keeping a keen eye on these to analyse
and understand the benefits they provide. Initiatives
already underway or planned for the near future include
the following.
Site Audits
These are designed to drive the continual improvement
of our Traffic Management installations and operations
with a view on how we can mitigate risk from future
operations.
Person In Charge (PIC) Training
This is behaviour training designed to educate staff
on how to conduct themselves on site; work with our
clients; and make safe working decisions on site.
Safe Behaviour Audits
This ensures that the knowledge and behaviour
guidance gained from training is effectively transferred
into the work environment. This is about more than just
doing it right, it’s about acting in the correct manner as
individuals.
Near Miss Reporting Improvements
A drive to improve the frequency and quality of Near
Miss Reports by making it easier for the operators to
report any issues they may identify, enabling analysis
and action to prevent potential future accidents.
Safe Systems of Work
This is a documented system, within a single reference
book, for hazard identification and control measures
to facilitate reduced accidents, injuries and generally
reduce exposure to danger.
IPV cameras
Through analysis of behaviour patterns, we can identify
trends that will provide improvement opportunities, with
the ability to enhance the safety of the workforce.
Scheduled Tool Box Talks
Organised and focused by management to deliver
refresher training, across our entire operational staff
base, which is centred around findings from near misses,
incidents/accidents and site audits.

Safety, Health, Environment and Quality (SHEQ)
Staff Forums
This provides a setting for two-way open discussions
and 360 degree feedback between management and
operatives. It gives the opportunity to focus on issues
relating to health, welfare and safety, to assist in the
drive to improve workforce safety.
PPE Research and Trials
This is targeted at researching innovative PPE that
is being manufactured for the industry, to improve
operator safety.
Helmet & Badge cameras
We want to improve operator safety through the
monitoring of public behaviour when approaching traffic
management. This will also act a deterrent for abuse that
traffic management operatives suffer when installing or
maintaining temporary traffic management.
Early Warning System for IPV
We are currently researching the option of installing early
warning systems to IPV, which will work in conjunction
with camera system. This will enable workers to clear
the area if vehicles are set on a collision course with the
IPV (or other traffic management vehicles).

In truth, we’ll always be on the journey; there is
always room for improvement and these initiatives
are just the start. However, we will continue to set
goals, and together, we will work towards them.

What does this mean for you?
If you have any ideas or thoughts on
improvement, the Forest management
want to hear from you. Please take
this personally, and get in touch either
directly or through the Staff Forum.

What tools will we need for the
journey to Destination Zero?
Leadership
We will have the commitment of our leadership team and
supervisors, to raise awareness, and inspire teams to put
health and safety above all else.
Personal commitment
We want all staff to make the cultural shift, and step-up, in
order to take personal accountability, give feedback and help
develop our standards.
Processes
We will further develop our processes to make it easy for
our staff members to report near misses, and any risks they
identify, so that we can put corrective measures in place.
Business structure
We will embed an internal structure that allows us to have a
clear focus, and dedication, to Destination Zero.
Continued learning
We endeavour to continually evolve our standards as a team,
and strive for ‘best in class’ through measuring, monitoring
and evaluating.
Change management
We give our commitment to delivering innovative solutions
that help to close the gaps on any identified risks.

Who is taking this journey with us?
It’s essential for all.
Everyone who works with us, and for us, will be pushing for
Destination Zero.
We all have the right to have our say, in order to:

•
•
•

Define what innovations we should be putting in place
Help lead thinking on health, safety and reducing risk out
there on the roads
Measure and monitor our progress, and report back on this

No idea is a bad idea, and we actively wish to encourage everyone
to play a key part on our journey to Destination Zero.

“I have worked for Forest for 12 years. As
a team, we have so much experience and
knowledge, and all have something to offer
when it comes to enhancing our health
and safety quality. Destination Zero really
brings this to life, and I truly believe we
have what it takes.”
Kevin Winstone, Traffic Safety Control Officer
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